UNITED SUPREME GRAND CHAPTER
OF
MARK AND ROYAL ARCH MASONS
OF
NEW SOUTH WALES
AND THE
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

Policy Statement
It is the policy of this United Supreme Grand Chapter of Mark and Royal
Arch Masons of New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory to
ensure that Mark and Royal Arch Masonry is a strong and viable element of
Masonry in New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory. This will
be achieved by:

1

The Administration, Chapters and Companions of United Supreme
Grand Chapter, relating to each other, and to the wider community, in
an ethical, honest, respectful and friendly manner

2

Maintaining a responsible and cordial relationship with the United
Grand Lodge of New South Wales and the Australian Capital
Territory

3

Assisting our Craft Brothers to restore that “which was lost” by
demonstrating to them our integral and inseparable place within the
mainstream Masonic family and as the completion of pure Ancient
Masonry

4

Providing effective guidance and assistance to Mark and Royal Arch
Masons to enhance their personal growth and development

5

Ensuring that communication between the Administration and Grand
Ceremonial Teams of this United Supreme Grand Chapter, Mark and
Royal Arch Chapters, and the Brethren and Companions across the
jurisdiction is both timely and effective

6

Ensuring that all of our members are provided with the opportunity to
further develop their Masonic knowledge

MARK and ROYAL ARCH FREEMASONRY
‘Honour the Past - Look to the Future’

STRATEGIC PLAN 2017 - 2022
‘Completing the Journey’
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Introduction

Our Vision

Greetings Companions,
It is with a great deal of optimism that I write this Introduction to the new
Strategic Plan for our Order. I use the word “optimism” because I can see the
progress we i.e. every Companion in this jurisdiction, is making in respect to not
only growing the concept of Pure Ancient Masonry but actively promoting it.
This Strategic Plan will therefore provide a universal blueprint for us all to follow.

That all Master Masons understand that Royal Arch Masonry
completes the journey of 'Pure Ancient Masonry’

Our Mission

This Strategic Plan is unique to those which have preceded it in one important
aspect – it involves individuals and Committees directly in responsibility for its
implementation and for this reason the possibility of realizing all of its objectives
are much higher than before. Further, the current Strategic Plan Task Force will
move at my direction from a planning role to one of audit and will monitor and
ensure that this Strategic Plan is a living document and reaches its full potential.

Ensure the prosperity of the Order by assisting and supporting
Chapters to achieve good management, quality meetings, effective
operations and increased membership

Your role in the success of this Strategic Plan and ultimately the future of the
Order, so vital to Freemasonry, is succinctly to support and initiate the objectives
and strategies outlined in it. This will involve moving from your present comfort
zone, but we must ask ourselves if our comfort zone will guarantee the growth of
Pure Ancient Masonry as practiced by our Masonic forefathers. The answer is
that for the Order and therefore Pure Ancient Masonry to grow it requires some
effort from each of us irrespective of locality or age.

Objectives
1)

Recruit Craft Masons and previous Members by Marketing
the Order

2)

Foster Retention of Members

To those of you who say why do we need another Strategic Plan my answer is
simple. If we live in the past as some of us tend to do in respect to
Freemasonry, then we cannot plan for the future. Similarly, if we live only for the
present then we cannot see our future.

3)

Develop and deliver information to Companions to
enhance their Masonic knowledge and their ability to
communicate it

For all these reasons I ask, on behalf of Mark and Royal Arch Masonry for your
support and involvement in ensuring this Strategic Plan reaches its true potential
and in doing so guarantee the future of this Order which is as old as the Craft
itself.

4)

Ensure all Chapters have quality ceremonie

5)

Foster effective management and communication at all
levels of the Order

6)

Increase interaction between Chapters

7)

Preserve the Heritage and Assets of the Order

Fraternal Regards

Rob Peattie
First Grand Principal and Grand Master
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OBJECTIVE 2
OBJECTIVE 1

Foster retention of Members

Recruit Craft Masons and Previous Members by Marketing the
Order

Strategies

Strategies

2.1 Employ the website as a major tool to communicate with
existing and potential new members

1.1 Establish a USGC Membership Management Committee with
the following tasks

2.2 Create and review annually Chapter 3-year strategic plans
(Responsibility; Chapter Management Committees)

1.1.1 Constantly review membership statistics and
membership evolution; report annually membership
numbers and any pattern changes that may impact on
Area, District and Chapter viability
1.1.2 Identify and target all Master Masters commencing
from time of initiation
1.1.3 Target increase in Royal Arch membership to 25% of
Craft membership
1.1.4 Establish a mentoring scheme for new Master Masons
during their 2-year wait
1.2 Run a Mark Man Ceremony in a Chapter in each District
every year
1.3 Ensure a Royal Arch Delegation attends every Craft
installation
1.4 Create the Office of Membership Officer in each Chapter
(preferable a senior progressive officer)
1.5 Establish 2 new Chapters in Area A by identifying and
recruiting suitable Royal Arch Masons for these Chapters

2.3 Create and review annually Chapter succession plans
(Responsibility; Chapter Management Committees)

OBJECTIVE 3
Develop and deliver information to Companions to enhance
their Masonic knowledge and their ability to communicate it
Strategies
4.1 Encourage Chapters to include Masonic education in their
yearly programs
4.2 Support and utilise the Team of Grand Chapter Speakers

4.3 Encourage more Companions to become Grand Chapter
Speakers

1.6 Chapter Management Committees to target previous
members and encourage potential candidates to rejoin
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OBJECTIVE 4

OBJECTIVE 5

Ensure all Chapters have quality ceremonies

Foster effective management and communication at all levels
of the Order

Strategies

Strategies

3.1 Encourage all Chapter Management Committees to adopt the
concept of the single USGC Ritual for each degree and to
develop a plan to implement USGC Ritual by2020
3.2 Encourage Area/District meetings to deliver the longer
ceremonies by a mixture of Members of each Chapter
3.3 Ritual to be delivered by proficient Ritualists

5.1 Encourage all Chapters to have an active Management
Committee to oversee the operations and long term planning
of the Chapter and to communicate outcomes to Chapter
Companions, AGS and DGIW
5.2 The AGS's to develop communication systems at all levels
within their allocated administrative Areas
5.3 USGC Secretariat to forward correspondence from an
administrative Area to the applicable AGS as it is received

3.4 Long charges may be read by proficient readers
3.5 Area/District meetings to be advertised throughout the
jurisdiction
3.6 Consider using Chapter Cyrus for assistance with delivery of
ceremonies
3.7 A change in ritual is to be communicated to Chapters one
week after the Supreme Committee has ratified the change
3.8 A copy of changed ritual is to be sent to the secretaries of
each Chapter
3.9 Develop a database of Companions with ritual capabilities

3.10 Encourage Chapters to provide details of their degree work to
the website

5.4 Ensure that all Areas have effective management systems
linked to USGC through the AGS

5.5 USGC Secretariat to review and improve communication
process at all levels
5.6 Ensure all emails be replied to or acknowledged within a
reasonable time after being received. (A reasonable time
would be to consider best practice within a corporate
environment)
5.7 Develop a guide to aid effective Chapter management and to
ensure that Chapter administration and financial management
is based on modern business and financial practices

3.11 The GDC to conduct workshops across the jurisdiction for
Area GDC's, Grand Stewards and Chapter DC's
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OBJECTIVE 6
OBJECTIVE 7

Increase interaction between Chapters

Preserve the Heritage and assets of the Order

Strategies
6.1 AGS's and DGIW's to foster interaction between Chapters by
promoting programs that are interesting, stimulating and
enjoyable and which will assist in developing Companions'
knowledge and understanding of Royal Arch Masonry

Strategies

6.2 Develop programs and forums for interaction and assistance
between Chapters that best reflect the District and Chapter
requirements

7.2 Digitise pre-1980 records

6.3 Facilitate occasional non ceremonial open forums in Areas
with Grand Officers in attendance.

7.4 Transfer information from the old card system to
spreadsheets

6.4 Encourage Companions to take part in:
1) Developing forum content
2) Promotion
3) Management
4) Catering, etc.

7.5 Develop timelines and ‘snapshot’ histories of all current
Chapters
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7.1 Procure suitable storage receptacles for historical documents
and source a permanent storage area

7.3 Develop a history of the Order
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